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AGENDA

1.0 APOLOGIES

1.1 Apologies may be recorded by contacting the Secretary on extension 56408, or by emailing s.betros@griffith.edu.au. Apologies have been received from Professor Chew Ng and Professor Michael Powell. Dr Eduardo Roca, Deputy Head (Finance), Department of Accounting, Finance and Economics will attend the meeting on behalf of Professor Chew Ng.

2.0 CONFIRMATION OF MINUTES

2.1 The minutes of the 7/2006 meeting have been circulated.

To be taken as read and confirmed

3.0 MATTERS ARISING FROM PREVIOUS MINUTES

4.0 CHAIR'S REPORT

4.1 Professor Bill Shepherd, Dean (Academic), GBS and Chair, GBS Board will provide an oral report at the meeting.

5.0 PRO VICE CHANCELLOR’S (BUSINESS) REPORT

5.1 Professor Michael Powell, Pro Vice Chancellor (Business) is unable to attend the meeting. There are no matters to report.

6.0 DEAN’S (LEARNING AND TEACHING) REPORT (#2006/0003915)

6.1 Professor Lorelle Frazer, Dean (Learning and Teaching), GBS will speak to her written report, as detailed in 2006/0003915, at the meeting.

7.0 DEAN’S (RESEARCH) REPORT

7.1 Professor Liz Fulop, Dean (Research), GBS will provide an oral report at the meeting.

8.0 DIRECTOR, INTERNATIONALISATION AND COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS’ REPORT (#2006/0003911)

8.1 Professor Chris Auld, Director, Internationalisation and Community Partnerships will speak to his written report, as detailed in 2006/0003911, at the meeting.
9.0 DIRECTOR, QUALITY AND ACCREDITATION’S REPORT

9.1 Professor Art Shulman, Director, Quality and Accreditation, GBS will provide an oral report at the meeting.

10.0 2007 MARKETING STRATEGY AND PLANS PRESENTATION

10.1 Mr Brendan Layton, Marketing Manager – Business/Law, will attend the meeting at 10:30am to present information on the marketing strategy and plans for the GBS in the lead up to the 2007 academic year.

11.0 RESEARCH COMPUTING PRESENTATION

11.1 Mr Malcolm Wolski, Associate Director, Research Computing Services and Dr Andrew Lewis, Senior Research Specialist, will attend the meeting at 12:00noon to provide an overview to members on research computing services.

ORDERING OF THE AGENDA

At this point in the agenda, members may propose that any matter on the agenda, not included in Section I, be so included.

SECTION I: MATTERS FOR DEBATE AND DECISION

12.0 NEW PROGRAM SUBMISSION (#2006/0003909)

3202 GRADUATE CERTIFICATE IN RISK MANAGEMENT

12.1 The Griffith Business School Board is asked to consider a New Program Submission proposing to introduce the 3202 Graduate Certificate in Risk Management, as detailed in 2006/0003909, effective Semester 1 2007.

12.2 It is proposed this program consist of four postgraduate topics in risk management which will be developed to deliver the body of knowledge around the risk management discipline. Based upon the competencies outlined in the Certified Practicing Risk Managers Licence (CPRM), the four topics will cover underpinning risk management concepts, application of the risk management process at corporate and operational levels, implementation of risk management frameworks, and effective organisational change.

12.3 The aim of this program is to prepare students for a career in risk management or a related field. Within industry, the risk management discipline is an emerging business management discipline which is being undertaken by managers and executives as either a secondary appointment or a full-time role. Currently there are limited postgraduate qualifications in risk management which are founded in the “business” management arena.

12.4 Students undertaking the Graduate Certificate in Risk Management will gain the skills and knowledge to be able to effectively develop, implement, and sustain an enterprise risk management program within any industry. Students without an undergraduate degree in the relevant discipline, but who have relevant work experience in the field, are able to use the Graduate Certificate in Risk Management as a preparatory program for future postgraduate studies. Students with an undergraduate degree in another discipline may gain entry to their preferred Masters degree upon completion of this Graduate Certificate program.

12.5 Mr Frank Pollard, Director, Executive Development will attend the meeting at 11:00am to speak to the item.
Recommendation:

12.6 The Griffith Business School Board is asked to recommend to the Programs Committee a New Program Submission proposing to introduce the 3202 Graduate Certificate in Risk Management, as detailed in 2006/0003909, effective Semester 1 2007.

For discussion

SECTION II: MATTERS REQUIRING RATIFICATION OR EXECUTIVE ACTION

13.0 COURSE OUTLINES – GRIFFITH BUSINESS SCHOOL

13.1 The Griffith Business School Board, on the executive recommendation of the Dean (Learning and Teaching), GBS, is asked to ratify the Chair’s executive action in approving the following Course Outlines, for implementation in Summer Semester 2006/2007. Course Outlines are available upon request from the Secretary, Griffith Business School Board.

- 1302AFE Money, Banking and Finance (major changes);
- 1202AFE Introduction to Financial Planning (major changes); and
- 7001MKT Corporate Communications (new course for Semester 1 2007).

Recommendation:

13.2 The Griffith Business School Board, on the executive recommendation of the Dean (Learning and Teaching), GBS, is asked to ratify the Chair’s executive action in approving the abovementioned Course Outlines, for implementation in Summer Semester 2006/2007.

For ratification

14.0 MINOR CHANGE SUBMISSION (#2006/0003887) 3171 GRADUATE CERTIFICATE IN BUSINESS (FOR WORKCOVER QLD)

14.1 The Griffith Business School Board, on the executive recommendation of the Dean (Learning and Teaching), GBS, is asked to ratify the Chair’s executive action in approving a Minor Change Submission affecting the 3171 Graduate Certificate in Business (for WorkCover Qld), as detailed in 2006/0003887, for implementation in Semester 2 2007.

14.2 The GBS is proposing to replace 7111AFE Accounting with a new course 7110AFE Accounting Processes in the 3171 Graduate Certificate in Business (for WorkCover Qld) program. This program has been specifically designed to provide WorkCover Qld employees with the skills necessary to effectively understand the accounting and legal issues in relation to auditing the accounts of their clients. The program currently uses an existing course 7111AFE Accounting as its basic accounting course. However the course content differs significantly to the course delivered to WorkCover students and cannot be accurately reflected in a single Course Outline. It has also created enrolment issues for students in other programs who incorrectly select the external offering. The new course will tailor the content specifically to the requirements of WorkCover employees in a similar manner to the other three courses offered in the program.

Recommendation:

14.3 The Griffith Business School Board, on the executive recommendation of the Dean (Learning and Teaching), GBS, is asked to ratify the Chair’s executive action in approving a Minor Change Submission affecting the 3171 Graduate Certificate in Business (for WorkCover Qld), as detailed in 2006/0003887, for implementation in Semester 2 2007.
For ratification

15.0 APPROVAL TO ADVERTISE (#2006/0003890)
3202 GRADUATE CERTIFICATE IN RISK MANAGEMENT

15.1 The Griffith Business School Board, on the executive recommendation of the Dean (Learning and Teaching), GBS, is asked to ratify the Chair's executive action in approving an Approval to Advertise form proposing to introduce the 3202 Graduate Certificate in Risk Management, as detailed in 2006/0003890, effective Semester 1 2007.

15.2 This year for the first time the University has introduced a new form (in part which replaces the New Program Concept Proposal) for consideration and advise on any resource implications identified. The Deputy Vice Chancellor (Academic) is required to approve the Approval to Advertise forms for every proposed new program or a major change to an existing program highlighted in the Program Profile Plan (embedded in the Group's Operational Plan), and prior to the program being advertised for the purpose of assuring the University and its stakeholders that the proposed/revised program forms a suitable addition to the University's academic profile and meets the needs of the community and employers. This document also informs student recruitment and applies to undergraduate and postgraduate programs, and domestic and international student recruitment. Every initiative proposed in the Program Profile Plan, will require "Approval to Advertise" if it is a new program or proposes major changes to an existing program.

15.3 It is proposed this program consist of four postgraduate topics in risk management which will be developed to deliver the body of knowledge around the risk management discipline. Based upon the competencies outlined in the Certified Practicing Risk Managers Licence (CPRM), the four topics will cover underpinning risk management concepts, application of the risk management process at corporate and operational levels, implementation of risk management frameworks, and effective organisational change.

**Recommendation:**

15.4 The Griffith Business School Board, on the executive recommendation of the Dean (Learning and Teaching), GBS, is asked to ratify the Chair's executive action in approving an Approval to Advertise form proposing to introduce the 3202 Graduate Certificate in Risk Management, as detailed in 2006/0003890, effective Semester 1 2007.

For ratification

16.0 MINOR CHANGE SUBMISSION (#2006/0003892)
1291/1292 BACHELOR OF ARTS (POLITICS, ASIAN STUDIES AND INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS)

16.1 The Griffith Business School Board, on the executive recommendation of the Dean (Learning and Teaching), GBS, is asked to ratify the Chair’s executive action in approving a Minor Change Submission affecting the 1291/1292 Bachelor of Arts (Politics, Asian Studies and International Relations), as detailed in 2006/0003892, for implementation in Semester 1 2007.

16.2 The submission proposes that the course 1011IBA European Unity and Disunity be withdrawn from offer in the 1291/1292 Bachelor of Arts (Politics, Asian Studies and International Relations). In addition, the course 1010IBA Cultures, Civilisations and the Modern World is to be included in the list of first year optional courses (preceding core courses) within the Asian and International Studies Award Major, thus increasing the range of study options available to students. These changes are minor in nature and do not have any detrimental resource or consistency implications.

**Recommendation:**
16.3 The Griffith Business School Board, on the executive recommendation of the Dean (Learning and Teaching), GBS, is asked to ratify the Chair’s executive action in approving a Minor Change Submission affecting the 1291/1292 Bachelor of Arts (Politics, Asian Studies and International Relations), as detailed in 2006/0003892, for implementation in Semester 1 2007.

For ratification

17.0 MAJOR CHANGE SUBMISSION (#2006/0003893)
1289/1290 BACHELOR OF BUSINESS (EVENT MANAGEMENT)

17.1 The Griffith Business School Board, on the executive recommendation of the Dean (Learning and Teaching), GBS, is asked to ratify the Chair’s executive action in approving a Major Change Submission proposing to offer an Event Management award major within the 1289/1290 Bachelor of Business, as detailed in 2006/0003893, for implementation in Semester 1 2007.

17.2 The academic plan is designed to demonstrate the importance of event management in the areas of hospitality, leisure, sport, and tourism as an integrating feature or as a stand-alone area. More specifically, it provides a list and description of courses that are the components of the event management major. Event management involves skills in marketing and promotion, programming and planning, financial management, evaluation and impact assessment, project management, as well as an awareness of the influences and effects of the socio-politico-economic context on the nature of events. Particular emphasis through this academic plan will be placed on the importance of strategic planning in a global context characterised by turbulence change and uncertainty. This event management academic plan will refer to existing courses or modifications of existing courses which will make up this award major.

Recommendation:

17.3 The Griffith Business School Board, on the executive recommendation of the Dean (Learning and Teaching), GBS, is asked to ratify the Chair’s executive action in approving a Major Change Submission proposing to offer an Event Management award major within the 1289/1290 Bachelor of Business, as detailed in 2006/0003893, for implementation in Semester 1 2007.

For ratification

18.0 APPROVAL TO ADVERTISE (#2006/0003897)
GRADUATE CERTIFICATE IN POLICY ANALYSIS

18.1 The Griffith Business School Board, on the executive recommendation of the Dean (Learning and Teaching), GBS, is asked to ratify the Chair’s executive action in approving an Approval to Advertise form proposing to introduce the Graduate Certificate in Policy Analysis, as detailed in 2006/0003897, effective Semester 1 2008.

18.2 The Graduate Certificate in Policy Analysis is a new program designed to equip senior policy officers to respond to the increasingly complex challenges involved in policy analysis, design, and implementation in the 21st century. The program will fill a significant gap in provision of skill-based policy training by the tertiary sector in Queensland and contributes to meeting the demanding agenda of up-skilling the public sector workforce. The delivery of the program is designed to meet the needs of working policy officers and their employers. Students will complete four modules within one calendar year. Each module will be delivered in four-day blocks of intensive teaching at Griffith’s South Bank Campus embracing a combination of lectures, small group exercises, problem solving assignments, detailed case studies, and expert speakers.

Recommendation:
18.3 The Griffith Business School Board, on the executive recommendation of the Dean (Learning and Teaching), GBS, is asked to ratify the Chair’s executive action in approving an Approval to Advertise form proposing to introduce the Graduate Certificate in Policy Analysis, as detailed in 2006/0003897, effective Semester 1 2008.

For ratification

19.0 MINOR CHANGE SUBMISSION (#2006/0003898)
1105/1107 BACHELOR OF INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS

19.1 The Griffith Business School Board, on the executive recommendation of the Dean (Learning and Teaching), GBS, is asked to ratify the Chair’s executive action in approving a Minor Change Submission affecting the 1105/1107 Bachelor of International Business, as detailed in 2006/0003898, effective Semester 1 2007.

19.2 As per the School of Languages and Linguistics’ advice, some corrections need to be made to Program Catalogue entries that offer Gold Coast Japanese studies. Currently entries advise that students may complete 1536LAL Introductory Japanese A and 1537LAL Introductory Japanese B in their first year of study. These courses do not meet the prerequisites for moving onto further Japanese language study on the Gold Coast campus. Students need to be advised that, if they intend on completing a Gold Coast Japanese language minor or major, they will need to complete 1530LAL Introductory Japanese (semester 1) and 1531LAL Basic Spoken Japanese and 1532LAL Basic Written Japanese (semester 2) in lieu of 1536LAL and 1537LAL.

Recommendation:

19.3 The Griffith Business School Board, on the executive recommendation of the Dean (Learning and Teaching), GBS, is asked to ratify the Chair’s executive action in approving a Minor Change Submission affecting the 1105/1107 Bachelor of International Business, as detailed in 2006/0003898, effective Semester 1 2007.

For ratification

20.0 MINOR CHANGE SUBMISSION (#2006/0003899)
1291/1292 BACHELOR OF ARTS (POLITICS, ASIAN STUDIES AND INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS)

20.1 The Griffith Business School Board, on the executive recommendation of the Dean (Learning and Teaching), GBS, is asked to ratify the Chair’s executive action in approving a Minor Change Submission affecting the 1291/1292 Bachelor of Arts (Politics, Asian Studies and International Relations), as detailed in 2006/0003899, effective Semester 1 2007.

20.2 As per the School of Languages and Linguistics’ advice, some corrections need to be made to Program Catalogue entries that offer Gold Coast Japanese studies. Currently entries advise that students may complete 1536LAL Introductory Japanese A and 1537LAL Introductory Japanese B in their first year of study. These courses do not meet the prerequisites for moving onto further Japanese language study on the Gold Coast campus. Students need to be advised that, if they intend on completing a Gold Coast Japanese language minor or major, they will need to complete 1530LAL Introductory Japanese (semester 1) and 1531LAL Basic Spoken Japanese and 1532LAL Basic Written Japanese (semester 2) in lieu of 1536LAL and 1537LAL.

Recommendation:

20.3 The Griffith Business School Board, on the executive recommendation of the Dean (Learning and Teaching), GBS, is asked to ratify the Chair’s executive action in approving a Minor Change
Submission affecting the 1291/1292 Bachelor of Arts (Politics, Asian Studies and International Relations), as detailed in 2006/0003899, effective Semester 1 2007.

For ratification

21.0 APPROVAL TO ADVERTISE (#2006/0003906)  
1314 BACHELOR OF BUSINESS (MANAGEMENT) (OFF-SHORE)

21.1 The Griffith Business School Board, on the executive recommendation of the Dean (Learning and Teaching), GBS, is asked to ratify the Chair’s executive action in approving an Approval to Advertise form proposing to modify the existing 1314 Bachelor of Business (Off-Shore) program by introducing a new discipline area study, ie management, as detailed in 2006/0003906, effective Semester 2 2007.

21.2 The Bachelor of Business (Management), proposed to be offered in Hong Kong, extending discipline area studies to the current program 1314 Bachelor of Business (Hotel Management), will focus on both the theory and practice of business and will develop the skills and professional expertise necessary for effective leadership in business in the globalised world economy. By undertaking management studies, students will acquire the knowledge and skills necessary to be an effective manager in today’s organisations and will gain an understanding of how the core functions of management – communication, planning, teamwork, strategy, human resources, and self-development – work together. Students [through this articulation arrangement with the School of Continuing and Professional Studies at the Chinese University of Hong Kong (CUHK)] will receive a thorough education in management, underpinned by integrated core business courses, and developed further through study of the management award major courses. All courses emphasise the generic skills, specialist knowledge, and understanding required to operate effectively as a manager.

Recommendation:

21.3 The Griffith Business School Board, on the executive recommendation of the Dean (Learning and Teaching), GBS, is asked to ratify the Chair’s executive action in approving an Approval to Advertise form proposing to modify the existing 1314 Bachelor of Business (Off-Shore) program by introducing a new discipline area study, ie management, as detailed in 2006/0003906, effective Semester 2 2007.

For ratification

22.0 APPROVAL TO ADVERTISE (#2006/0003908)  
1290 BACHELOR OF BUSINESS (PROPERTY)

22.1 The Griffith Business School Board, on the executive recommendation of the Dean (Learning and Teaching), GBS, is asked to ratify the Chair’s executive action in approving an Approval to Advertise form proposing to modify the existing 1290 Bachelor of Business (Hotel, Tourism, Leisure and Sport) (HSL) program by introducing a new discipline area study, ie property development, as detailed in 2006/0003908, effective Semester 1 2008.

22.2 The Bachelor of Business (HSL) at the Gold Coast Campus currently offers a range of award majors (80CP) including: Hotel Management; Event Management; Sport Management; and Tourism Management. This proposal seeks to expand the range of award majors available to students to include Property, available from Semester 1 2008. It is envisaged this award major will develop students’ specialised financial, management, and technical skills, preparing them for a career in property development and real estate.

Recommendation:
22.3 The Griffith Business School Board, on the executive recommendation of the Dean (Learning and Teaching), GBS, is asked to ratify the Chair’s executive action in approving an Approval to Advertise form proposing to modify the existing 1290 Bachelor of Business (HSL) program by introducing a new discipline area study, ie property development, as detailed in 2006/0003908, effective Semester 1 2008.

For ratification

23.0 MINOR CHANGE SUBMISSION (#2006/0003901)
5444/5445 MASTER OF BUSINESS

23.1 The Griffith Business School Board, on the executive recommendation of the Dean (Learning and Teaching), GBS, is asked to ratify the Chair’s executive action in approving a Minor Change Submission affecting the 5444/5445 Master of Business, as detailed in 2006/0003901, for implementation in Semester 2 2007.

23.2 To provide greater operational efficiency and in keeping with the School’s Getting Smarter strategy, the Department of Tourism, Leisure, Hotel and Sport Management (HSL) proposes to withdraw from offer, 7210HSL Tourism, Hospitality and Sport Research Methods, effective Semester 2 2007. One (1) student was enrolled in 7210HSL Tourism, Hospitality and Sport Research Methods in Semester 2 2006. The withdrawal of 7210HSL Tourism, Hospitality and Sport Research Methods will result in resource savings for the Department. Students will not be disadvantaged by the withdrawal, since those students wishing to complete their Honours program are able to complete 7001GBS Research Design and Methods in its place.

Recommendation:

23.3 The Griffith Business School Board, on the executive recommendation of the Dean (Learning and Teaching), GBS, is asked to ratify the Chair’s executive action in approving a Minor Change Submission affecting the 5444/5445 Master of Business, as detailed in 2006/0003901, for implementation in Semester 2 2007.

For ratification

24.0 APPROVAL TO ADVERTISE (#2006/0003919)
5158/5159 MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
5457/5458 INTERNATIONAL MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

24.1 The Griffith Business School Board, on the executive recommendation of the Dean (Learning and Teaching), GBS, is asked to ratify the Chair’s executive action in approving an Approval to Advertise form proposing to introduce new specialisations within the 5158/5159 Master of Business Administration and the 5457/5458 International Master of Business Administration, as detailed in 2006/0003919, effective Semester 2 2007 (Finance specialisation) and effective in 2008 for other proposed specialisations.

24.2 The Master of Business Administration (MBA) and International Master of Business Administration (IMBA) currently offers a range of specialisations (40CP) including: Financial Planning (MBA only); General Management; Human Resource Management; Information Systems; International Business; Marketing Management; and Public Sector Management (MBA only). This proposal seeks to expand the range of specialisations available to students to include: Finance; Public Health or Health Management; Educational Leadership (MBA only); Environmental Management; and Logistics and Supply Chain Management. Initially it is proposed to introduce the Finance specialisation in Semester 2 2007, with the roll out of additional offerings in 2008.

Recommendation:
24.3 The Griffith Business School Board, on the executive recommendation of the Dean (Learning and Teaching), GBS, is asked to ratify the Chair’s executive action in approving an Approval to Advertise form proposing to introduce new specialisations within the 5158/5159 Master of Business Administration and the 5457/5458 International Master of Business Administration, as detailed in 2006/0003919, effective Semester 2 2007 (Finance specialisation) and effective in 2008 for other proposed specialisations.

For ratification

SECTION III: MATTERS FOR NOTING AND WHERE APPROPRIATE, ACCEPTANCE OF RECOMMENDATIONS

25.0 REPORTS OF SUB-COMMITTEES OF THE FACULTY BOARD

25.1 The minutes of the following Committee are attached for noting:

25.1.1 Internationalisation Committee, GBS (2/2006).

For noting

26.0 OTHER BUSINESS

27.0 2007 MEETING DATES

27.1 The Chair, Griffith Business School Board has confirmed the timings and locations for 2007 meetings as follows:

2007 Griffith Business School Boards
Fridays, 10:00am till 1:00pm
16 February 2007 [Board Room, Business 1 Building, Level 0, Room 0.12, Nathan Campus (N50_0.12)]
16 March 2007 [Board Room, Hub Link Building, Level 4, Room 4.08, Logan Campus (L07_4.08)]
27 April 2007 [Board Room, Business 1 Building, Level 2, Room 2.12, Gold Coast Campus (G01_2.12)]
18 May 2007 (N50_0.12)
15 June 2007 (L07_4.08)
20 July 2007 (G01_2.12)
17 August 2007 (N50_0.12)
14 September 2007 (L07_4.08)
19 October 2007 (G01_2.12)
16 November 2007 (N50_0.12)

For noting